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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2015

	Start modeling right away with this hands-on guide to learning Autodesk Maya 2016


	Introducing Autodesk Maya 2016 is the official guide to the most popular and complex 3D application on the market. Building from the ground up, this book combines straightforward text with practical examples that make it easy to...
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The Blind Spot: Lectures on LogicEuropean Mathematical Society, 2011

	These lectures on logic, more specifically proof theory, are basically intended for postgraduate students and researchers in logic. The question at stake is the nature of mathematical knowledge and the difference between a question and an answer, i.e., the implicit and the explicit. The problem is delicate mathematically and philosophically...
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The Knocked Up PlanCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	There are three little words most guys don’t want to hear on the first date. Not those...I mean these... “knock me up.”

	This single gal has had enough of the games, the BS and the endless chase. I know what I want most, and it’s not true love. It’s a bun in the oven,and I’m not afraid to hit...
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Wicked Cool Java : Code Bits, Open-Source Libraries, and Project IdeasNo Starch Press, 2005
Wicked Cool Java contains 101 fun, interesting, and useful ways to get more out of Java. This isn't intended as a Java tutorial--it's targeted at developers and system architects who have some basic Java knowledge but may not be familiar with the wide range of libraries available. Full of example code and ideas for combining them in useful...
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ASP.NET Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
ASP.NET Developer's Cookbook is the first foray into the Microsoft market within the Sams Developer?s Cookbook series. It's a perfect fit for developers that are up-to-speed with ASP.NET, in general, and want a task reference to utilize while developing their Web applications. Each chapter will consist of a brief introduction to the topic at hand,...
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Special Edition Using WordPerfect 12Que, 2004

	This must have reference on WordPerfect 12, is crammed full with tips, tricks, and practical examples not found anywhere else.


	This is the most comprehensive and up-to-date book on the market today.


	Title is backed and promoted by WordPerfect Universe (most popular WP site), and wpwriter.com (one of the top 3 WP web...
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MacBook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2010

	The perfect companion for MacBook users—now updated and revised throughout!


	Grab your MacBook—and this Dummies book—and get savvy with all the latest updates to Apple's newest generation of laptop hardware and software. Packed with coverage of the latest MacBook models, Mac OS X Snow Leopard,...
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Information Hiding Techniques for Steganography and Digital WatermarkingArtech House Publishers, 1999

	This book provides an overview of steganography and digital watermarking, two areas of research which are
	generally referred to as "information hiding." Steganography studies ways to make communication invisible by
	hiding secrets in innocuous messages, whereas watermarking originated from the need for copyright protection of...
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The Art of Investigative Interviewing, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2014

	The Art of Investigative Interviewing, Third Edition can be used by anyone who is involved in investigative interviewing. It is a perfect combination of real, practical, and effective techniques, procedures, and actual cases. Learn key elements of investigative interviewing, such as human psychology, proper interview preparation,...
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The Complete Guide to DAZ Studio 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	Bring your 3D characters to life with DAZ Studio


	Overview

	
		Learn to pose characters in a natural way with ease
	
		Apply morphs to create new characters with endless variations and discover how to use lighting effectively
	
		Covers DAWN: The new 3D figure on the block by Hivewire3D,...
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Microsoft Office Access 2003 in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2004
Microsoft Access is an extremely powerful product. It is the perfect product for storing and working with database information. Many people store database information in Word documents or Excel spreadsheets. Although Excel has limited database capabilities, it is not a robust database product. Microsoft Access is the perfect product for storing...
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Matlab: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem SolvingButterworth-Heinemann, 2009

	Assuming no knowledge of programming, this book presents both programming concepts and MATLAB's built-in functions, providing a perfect platform for exploiting MATLAB's extensive capabilities for tackling engineering problems. It starts with programming concepts such as variables, assignments, input/output, and selection statements,...
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